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INTRODUCTION

In 1907, William James wrote to congratulate the

author of Creative Evolution.

You are a magician and your book is a marvel, a real
wonder. .but, unlike the works of genius of the
Transcendentalist Movement (which are so obscurely
and abominably and inaccessibly written), a pure
classic in point of form. . such a flavour of
persistent euphony, as of a rich river that never
foam€d or ran thin, but steadily proceeded with its
banks full to the brim. Then the aptness of your
illustrations, that never scratch or stand out at
right angles, but invariably simplify the thought
and help to pour it along. Oh, indeed you are a
magician! And if your book proves to be as great
an advance on this one as this is on its two
predecessors, your name will surely go dO\m as one
of the great creative names in philosophy.l

Thirty-four years later Henri Bergson died, almost

forgotten, in Paris. Long before his death James's prophecy

had been proved false. Bergson's long lifetime had seen his

reputation attain unprecedented heights, and decline almost

to nothing.

Hem:i Bergson vlas born in 1859, a member of that

Parisian Je'i'lish cornmuni ty which finds a place in Proust's

descriptions of fin-de-~i~cl~ society: a community that was

also to produce Julien Benda, one of Bergson's most

lQuoted by Irwin Edman, introduction, fre~2:iv_~.
Evolution (p;oc1ern Library, 1944), pp. ix-x.
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strlngent crltlcs. (One of the few dramatic events of

2

Bergson's life was his refusal to the privileges offered him

by the Vichy government despite his Jewish origin.) Until

middle-age he led a life of increasing fame and distinction.

Bergson claimed as his philosophic predecessors Blondel,

Le Roy, Maine de Biron and Emile Boutroux, as well as the

English utilitarian and evolutionist doctrines, particularly

the thought of Herbert Spencer. It was his attempt to

deepen Spencer's system that led him to perceive what was in

his eyes its most crippling inadequacy, its essentially

"static" form, and forced him to reject it.

Bergson had other precursors, so~e of whom strongly

influenced him. His work contains elements of a mystical

tradition extending back to Plotinus (to whom Bergson

acknowledged an intellectual debt), and of a romanticism

for which the way had been variously prepared by Schopenhauer,

Nietzsche, Schelling, Fichte and Rousseau. 3 Bergson's

attempt to cast philosophical romanticism into a scientific

mould (Matter and Memory, Creative Evolution) formed part

of a romantic movement which had evolved over many years and

many other aspects of European culture besides the philosophi-

1958) •

2
H. Stuart Hughes, Consciousness and SCl.2~~.ty (Knopf r
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cal. This evolution had also affected the public taste and

helped to prepare the eagerness with which Bergson's work

was received. Public accep·tance is not necessarily an

indication of excellence, but neither is waning popularity

a decisive criterion of failure. Bergson's work has be8n out

of fashion for many years, but the problems to which he

addressed himself remain. His effort to solve them still

deserves our serious attention.

His main works are Essai sur les donnees' immediates

de la conscience (1889); M<'ttiere et· t!lemoire: L'Evolution----
creatrice (1907); and Les deux sources de 10. morale et de 10.

In 1927 he was a'.'larded the Nobel Prize.

William James praised his IIflavour of persistent euphony",

and it i.s perhaps to their erudition and stylistic beauty,

as Russell was to suggest, that Bergson's works owe much of

their attractiveness.

I am presenting this essay in the context of a

Department of Religion. His chief concern is with

a problem that ramifies throughout the realms of religion,

philosophy, and art: the problem of intuition -- its

existence, its proper scope, and its relation to intellect.

Bergson's disco!ery or rediscovery of intuition is the

lynchpin of his philosophy. Intuition alone, he maintains,
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enables .us to enter into and truly apprehend what he names

Duration, and which might equally be called Reality or the

Absol ute. It is for this doctrine that he has becoTtle

notorious, and around this doctrine that most of the philo

sophical objections to his work have centred. Bergson

repeatedly tried to close the gap which his language was in

danger of creating between that aspect of intelligence which

apprehends Duration (Intuition) and that aspect which, he

maintained, Nature has evolved to enable us to manipulate

the material world (Intellect). I intend to describe these

arguments more fully at a later point in this essay. Hmvever,

despite his efforts the question remains: did Bergson fully

understand the implications of his philosophy? Does his

strong emphasis on Intuition i.n fact create a separation

from Intellect too great to be bridged? Does he depreciate

Intellect, as his critics have claimed? Many of his critics,

including Benda, Russell and Suzanne Langer, have maintained,

not only that Bergson fails to accord actual rather than

nominal equality to Intellect, but that his emphasis on

Intuition must lead to disastrous consequences, both for

thought and for society. I believe that several of these

objections, in particular those of Russell and Benda, rest on

inadequate understanding and sym9athy for what Bergson is

trying to achieve, as well as on inadequate study of his

~dr i tings.
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Em'rever, my interest 1S not in Bergson's thought

alone, but in his thought as it exemplifies a conflict

ancient in Western thought. Bergson estabJ.ishes (or his

critics believe and claim he has established) a dichotomy,

perhaps an actual opposition, between Intellect and Intuition.

It would create unnecessary controversy to attempt compre

hensive definitions of religion, philosophy and art; but is

i.t not clear that, within the ordinarily accepted meanings

of these terms, this dichotomy is a familiar one? It is

loosely expressed in the terms "RoID.antic Age" and II Age of

Reason"; it appears in the classical opposition between

Apollo and Dionysus. Should men give their allegiance to

one of these two gods, or by \'lOrshipping only one, do they

risk the retaliation of the god they have scorned?

The artist has a practical and iMoediate interest in

discovering the relationship between the intellectual and the

intuitive, for both playa part in his special gift. No

novelist who has learned his craft can naively assert that his

art embodied his emotion, directly, simply and \,ri thout media

tion. He knows, on the contrary, that without strenuous

intellectual effort his insight \"ou1d remain unintelligible,

not only to his readers, but to the writer himself. The

relationship between intellect and intuition is part of his

intimate experier-lce.

It has also formed a continuing dialogue within the
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Christian tradition. The Church has traditionally warned

against an intuition that is tempted, because of its con

fidence in its unaided ability to penetrate to the Real, to

rely only on itself; and orthodox religion has often viewed

with hostility the individualism that threatened not only to

shake off the yoke of authority, but to distort the judgment

of those who succumbed to "enthusiasm" at the expense of

revealed, authoritative truth.

The tendency to exaltation of intellect on the one

side, and of emotion on the other, has formed a strand of

Western culture for many centuries. 4 The Enlightenment did

not succeed in eradicating romanticism (vlith its heavy emphasis

on the incHvidual, his judgment and his emotions) from our

twentieth-century consciousness. Whether or not we realize

it, the emotional factor -- even a bias in favor of the

emotional, intuitive and personal -- enters into our judgment

of many things.

His critics agree -- and Bergson himself might, as

long as he believed his position to be not distorted but

genuinely understood, admit -- that his philosophy falls

heavily on the side of those who have emphasized the intuitive,

the emotional, the personal. Is his position valid -- can any

such be valid? Is his effort to achieve a rapprochement with

----_._---------
4Ibi 9:. 1 p. xvi.
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Intellect successful, or is it even necessary? I wish to

pass from a critical examination of his thought to the larger

issues it brings up.



CHAPTER ONE

The ~;,,1hole of Bergson's vision sprang from one

essential insight, which came to him one day when he was

in his late twenties. He had just delivered a lecture on

the teachings of Zeno, and had gone out to take his usual

afternoon walk. From the sudden instant of intuition that

carne to him during that walk, there sprang in essence his

whole analysis of time and of intellect. "For the following

half-century," says H. Stuart Hughes, "Bergson was to follo...·,

through the infinitely ranufying implications of one simple

flash of understanding. III

Only when one has read all Bergson's major works does

one realize hm" unified and fundamental this basic position is.

The titles of his books seem to promise radical differences

of sUbject-matter: he t.ackles nOl" the problem of the

creative mind, now the theory of evolution, nOvT the

questions of matter and memory or of morality and religion.

But, despite what appears at first sight to be their

diversity of approach, all these books consist in the

elaboration of one series of essential insights. So con

sistent is Bergson's thought that, once one has mastered

---------.~---

lHughes, ~~~jt., p. 116.

8
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his basic theory, it becomes possible accurately to predict

what he will say about other sUbjects.

For this reason I believe it is possible, without

doing Bergson the injustice of oversimplification, sharply

to reduce his verbiage, and pare his thought dm-m to its

essentials. In the summary that follows I hope to describe

what Bergson says, passing in thematic fashion through the

basic categories of his thought. This general discussion

is necessary because Bergson's categories ramify and reinforce

each other to produce a consistent fabric; without this

larger background it would be impossible to focus more

narrowly on the issue of Intellect and Intuition.

A. Time and Duration

In his famous paradox, Zeno of Elea had taken the

story of the race between Achilles and the tortoise, and

had turned it inside-out. Despite the obvious advantage of

the swift runner over the s lovi--moving tortoise, Zeno had

divided the motion of both into ever smaller segments in an

infinite regress, and so "proved" the impossibility, either

of the race ever reaching its end, or of Achilles overtaking

the tortoise. "The argument . .is, that since the pursuer

in every interval or subdivision of time must first reach

the point from which the pursued simulLaneollsly starts, it

follows that the latter will always be in advance, though
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by an interval which becomes constantly smaller and approaches

the . '. ,,2nunlmum. The logic of this argument was absurd from

the standpoi.nt of ordinary experience, but it had never been

satisfactorily refuted. 3

Bergson's original illumination arose from his effort

to grapple with the absurdity of claiming that the runner

can never overtake the tortoise, and the structure of logic

by which the intellect can, nevertheless, appear to Erove

this absurdity beyond hope of appeal to common sense. In

Zeno's paradox Bergson came to believe he found exemplified

the most fundamental errors of our intellect -- certain

habitual errors in our thinking.

Time flows. This seems an obvious statement to make,

but in fact, Bergson insists, we habitually overlook the
,

true nature of 'time and the implications of this truth for

our perception.

(It is difficult here to disentangle the reality of

Time from the workings of the intellect as Bergson analyzes

them. At the basis of all Bergson's thought lies the in-.

sistence on this one illumination: that motion/floY/dynamic

2~'hlhelm Windelband, A History of PhiJ:os£P~y'
(Harper, 1958), I, 56.

3
1

.
lOC. Cl t.
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change is the fundamental characteristic of all material

and psychic reality. Evolution, the dynanuc, is therefore

the -essence of the universe, and of our own beings insofar

as these partake of the univer.sal.)

It is the nature of our intellect -- an error

exemplified in Zeno's paradox -- to suppose that not the

dynamic, but the static is the basic element of reality.

The philosophers have been especially guilty in perpetuating

this error, for philosophy and metaphysics have habitually

applied to time conclusions that were appropriate only to

space, to the world of extension. Time and space, Bergson

maintains, differ in quality, and the same faculty cannot be

used to understand them both. Actuall~ movement is

indivisible continuity; but for the vitality of real

experience, metaphysics has substituted "a system of abstr.act

ideas". This is not surprising, for Bergson claims: "If

it is a question of movement, all the intelligence ret.ains

• • £: ., ,,4lS a serles OL posltlons .

To this paradoxically constant dimension of motion,

which permeates all our experience \vhether physical, temporal

or psychic, Bergson gives the name Duration:la duree. He

is not denying the existence of the material order or of

_______0 _

4 Bergson, The Creative [Jund (Philosophical Library,
1946), p. 14.
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.linear time; but, though these things are real in their

appropriate dimension, Bergson is attempting to elucidate

the 'reality which he believes underlies and, as it were,

gives birth to them all. In Duration our own human being

is rooted, and to it we must, and -- by a faculty of trans-

cendence which is particularly developed in the saint or

artistic genius -- can return, to experience the deepest

dimensions of the self. It is what Bergson claims to be the

intellect's inability to apprehend Duration -- an inability

closely linked with the intellect's special function, as we

shall see -- that enabled Zeno to deny the reality of

motion.

Since the term Duration has been introduced, it may

be useful to note that here, as with other ter~s which he

either coined (such as l'elap.:.vital) or arrogated to his own

peculiar use (such as "Intuition"), Bergson never fully and

explicitly defines the key words of his philosophy. When

we encounter the concept of Duration,S it is already full-

blm'lTl, and Bergson appears to expect that we will for the

most part gather his meaning from his usage. Indeed, in

introducing the term IIIntuition ll
, he actively rejects the

possibility of what he calls II geometrical II definition. 6

SIbid., Introduction I, Creative' Evolution, Ch. 1.

6, C . 'dTne reatlve Mln 1 p. 37.
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.Throughout his philosophy, the meaning of key words is

rather to be deduced by the reader than defined by the

writer.

The idea of Duration might be illuminated by a

comparison with the Christian concept of Eternity, to \'Thich

it bears a close resemblance (a resemblance of which, con-

sidering his admiration for the tenets of Catholicism,

Bergson may have been aware). Du:r·ation, like Eternity, is

not static as we are usually tempted to conceive it, but

dynamic. Like Eternity, Duration forms the basic stratum of

the indi.vidual personality (though our consciousness,

because of its specialized, practical function, cannot always

afford to acknowledge this). It is the flo,,' of grQ1:,th and

change within us, constant in its dynamic motion.

change is by its nature not epherrceral, but eternal.

But this

For our Duration is ;lot merely one instant replacing
another; if it were, there would never be anything
but the present -- no prolonging of the past into the
actual, no evolution, no concrete duration. Duration
is the continuous progress of the past which gn~ws

into the future and ,,'hich sHells as it advances. 7

Duration, then, is t.ime and growth taken, not as a

succession of instants, but as a whole. Bergson is careful

to explain that this does not imply an understanding of

Duration as a finite quantity. Rather, genuine growth is

characterized by "radical novelty". ~\ihile Bergson coes not.

7cre~tive Evolution, p. 7.
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deny the influence of our past in shaping the present, he

maintains emphatically that the future, the product of a

Dura"tion which is in a sense organic and alive, cannot be

divined or predicted on a statistical basis. In speaking

so, he is not speaking in narrow empirical terms. It is

doubtful that he would ueny our ability to predict tomorrow's

weather or the time the sun will rise. Bergson's denial is

on a far larger scale: we cannot predict the "end. He

therefore rejects both the mechanistic and the fi.nalistic

philosophies. 8 "The essence of mechanical explanation, in

fact, is to regard the future and the past as calculable

functions of the present, and thus to claim that allis'

given" 9 while the finalistic vie\v point errs in predicting

the end o:c purpose of creation, which then imposes itself

upon and seeks to mould the present. Duration is constantly

creating itself; it is capable of a novelty which the logical

intellect alone cannot encompass.

"B.' ·In·tellect 'and He. ory

Bergson claims that most human thought, and all

philosophYr has been involved in a semenal error: misunder-

standing the nature and function of Intellect. The Intellect

-----'---------

80p • C}.t., pp. 42-50.

9 Ibid., p. 43.
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constantly distorts Duration because it was not formed for

the purpose of understanding Duration in the first place,

and its aspiration after a grasp of the absolute which does

not properly belong to its traps the Intellect, by virtue

of its mofD structure, into philosophical problems which are

insoluble because they spring from a fundamental mistake.

Intellect has developed in the course of evolution

to enable us to manipulate the world of matter: it is an

instrument' for the construction of tools. In this sense its

specialized function directs it toward our material survival,

and, Bergson maintains, nothing more. It therefore follQi.vS

that our contact with the world aroun'd us is a real one, that,

our perceptions of it are genuine: he emphatically rejects

those philosophers who have claiftled that intelligence distorts

its proper object -- i.e. the material realm. Intellect

distorts only when we apply it to an object with which it is

not, by structure and function, able to deal:
. 10

Duratlon.

The Intellect's purpose is to deal with matter. It

does this, he claims, in an analytical and disintegrative

way: before a tool can be constructed to c~.eal \Vi th a problem,

the problem itself must be dissected, put bac~ together, and

thoroughly understood. So must the material from which the

-----,------------

10 h .. d 44'Te~reat:Lve Nln ,p. .
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tool will be made, and the principle on \vhich it will \'1Oh'-.

Here Bergson introduces the metaphor of the

"cinematographic intellect".ll He asserts that the basic

uni t of the moving picture is not the motion tho.t appears on

the screen before, us, but the many st.i3.tic f:cames of Hhich the

film, once we stop and examine it, is found to be composed.

Similarly, if we analyze the functioni'ng of intellect down

to its basic unit, we will find, according to Bergson, that

it consists of many frozen "moments". To Intellect, as to the

film, the static "frame" is basic. This process is not

merely one of selection, of the Intellect's learning to

ignore irrelevancies and concentrate on the essential: the

metaphor implies that it is capable of arresting reality in

a momentary "freeze" for purposes of analysis.

Intellect must possess this power in order to perform

its function. But, Bergson maintains, we must not assume,

as so many of our philosophic predecessors have done,' that

the structure of Intellect transparently reflects the

structure of Reality in its largest sense -- that Reality

which Bergson nam~s Duration. If we truly understand the

strictly practical function to which Intellect is properly

directed, we will realize how inadequate it is to grasp

la 'duree.
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Despite the general reliability of our senses and

intelligence when they are mediating facts about the

material order, our perceptions of the world are not

completely undistorted: for, Bergson maintains, each carries

a covert load of memory. Memory fills out each perception

wi th a shado\"y dimension of otl1er experiences, of generaliza-

tions based on our past life. Where these memories are most

relevant, in a practical sense, to our inmEdiate need, they

are clearcut and easily available to consciousness. There-

after they expand in ever wider circles, retr~ating farther

and farther from our conscious awareness. Bergson illustrates

h ' 12 , h ' t' d' " . 1 0 .L.t 1S W1t an 1nteres 1ng 1agram, 1n Wfi1C1 represenLs

the object, A the primary awareness, B r C, and D the widening

circles of memory, and B', C', and D' the "~::~_E!_~ of

growing depth (of memory) within the object itself----....
II

12
Hatter and l1emory f p. 128.
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The widest circle of all includes our past in its

entirety: for Bergson asserts that at this unconscious

depth, brought to awareness only by practical need or by

chance association, our past "preserves itself automatically".

(Recent psychiatric experiments in drug therapy, uSlng

"truth serums" such as sodium amathol and sodium pentathol,

have enabled patients to recover incidents and conversations

from very early years with such vividness that they could

be said, in a psychic sense, to be reliving the experience.

While this provides fascinating support for Bergson's theory,

nevertheless in a philosophical context his claim that we

possess total memory is one of those unsupported assertions

that Russell was later sharply to criticize.)

The long discussion of selective anmesia to be

found in i·latter and Nemory is aimed at proving that the

brain, like the intellect, has a predominantly practical

purpose: not to preserve memories, but to exclude from

consciousness all that is not immediately useful. The brain,

argues Bergson, is the organ of inteJlect; it is not the seat

of memory. In fact "pure" memory cannot be physically

located in the body.

If it is memory above all that lends to perception
its subjective character, the philosophy of matter
must aim in the first instance, we said, at elimina
ting the contributions of memory. ~\[e must n0\'1 add
that, as pure perception gives us the whole or at
least the essential part of matter (since the rest
comes from melJory and is superct .ded to matter), it
follmls that mer:'.ory must be, in principle, a pm·rer
absolutely inde endent of matter. If, then, spirit
is a reality, it is here, in the phenom_non of
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memory, that \'le may come into touch \Vi th it experi
mentally. And hence any at-tempt to derive pure
memory from an operation of the brain should reveal
on analysis a radical illusion.13

The brain stands to meniory in the relation, not. of

receptacle, but of filter; for finally memory is not a

physical thing and cannot be physically located. Rather it

is a manifestation of Spirit. An interestingly similar point

of view has been eh~ressed by Sir John Eccles, the eminent

brain physiologist, who,

after years of research on the activity of the brain,
considers that from its general structure it would
seem to be an apparatus, not so much for generating
conscious activity, but for detecting and responding
to the conscious activi ty of some imrnaterial agent,
which might reasonably be called a mind. It is, as
he put_s it, "just such a machine as a ghost might
operate".14

Memory, then, is the fifth column; for ,vi thin our

perceptions, within our intellect, but separable from both,

it is the living presence of Spirit. It is logical to think,

therefore, that through an analysis of Memory \'1e can reach

an understanding of what the Christians have calJ_ed the

soul.

A Note on Language

Philosophers, according to Bergson, have not only

-----------------

13Ibid., p. 80.

14
Quoted in t'lan, Hy!"-h an~1 t-IagiC::l (periodical)

Purnell, LXXXII.
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con~ounded the error by imagining language to be a fit tool

for'the e>"'Pression of Duration. In fact language is the

tool of Intellect, created by Intellect for a direct

grappling with material reality. Language expresses the

:':.

analytical, manipulative character of Intellect, and there-

fore makes a tool of great crudity and im?recision \'llhen taken

beyond its appropriate sphere. Nevertheless, Bergson

reluctantly admits, we have no other means of communication.

When speaking of Duration it is necessary to make use of

language, but with reservations, keeping its original

function ahiays in wind.

Bergson has placed himself in a difficult position,

since he has declared himself to be a philosopher a metier

which is conunonly thought to deal in ideas -- and lS writing

in language, which he has declared to be the manipulative,

materially-oriented tool of Intellect. With this equipment,

which he admits one cannot escape if one \'1ishes to communicate

with others, he is attempting to discuss a reality that, he

claims, largely transcends both ideas and language~ For this

reason his use of language is at least as informative as his

theory.

HOTll is it possible to suggest in words something that

so far transcends language? Bergson's answer appears to be,

by imagery. Bertrand Russell sought to e:..;:pose the
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.intellectual inadequacy of this method by compiling a list

of the things Bergson c0mpared life to, letting this juxta

position speak for itself: does a life that is capable of

being like so many things have any quality intrinsic to

itself? After reading Russell's list, one is at first

inclined to doubt it. However, I think Russell has done

Bergson an injustice by wresting these metaphors from their

context. He has misunderstood Bergson's use of imagery, for

Russell is demanding that each cOIltparison be complete and

exact, and on this grolmd he finds the method inadequate.

But it seems clear from Bergson's usage that for him each

was at best a partial comparison, meant to illuminate one

facet of a reality so complex no single metaphor could capture

it. Only by Russell's cri Jcerion is this method ·to be con

demned .

. C. Intuition

How can we speak and think about Duration at all, if

Intellect is not adequate to this purpose? To this question

Bergson makes a famous, controversial and not entirely

original answer. We do possess a faculty capable of

apprehending Duration, and Bergson calls this Intuition.

What,exactly, is Intuition? Its complexity is such

that it cannot be captured by what Bergson calls a

"geom(~tricallt definition; ins-c.ead he offers a series of

partial definitions, and leaves the reader t.o c1ra\v OU'._ t..:he
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rest from his actual usage of the word. One place ~~lere ~e

can surprise Intuition at work is in the phenomenon of

memory (insofar as Intuition is the incursion of Duration

into our lives); for in its ordinary workings memory,

according to Bergson, frequently eliminates time, thus

passing from the static, material realm into the timeless

flow which is characteristic of Duration. He cites the

example of the dying man \vho, in an instant, "re-experiences"

his past life with such vividness and intensity that his

consciousness is completely diverted from the present

moment. This should not surprise us, since Bergson appears

to believe that our conscious orientation to the present is

a matter, not of inevitable necessity, but of practicality,

allied with the survival-diiected functions of the

intellect and the brain.

Bergson claims to raise Intuition to the level of a

philosophical method. For him the word has the fundamental

meaning of "thinking in Duration"; Intuition partakes of

Duration in that it is characterized by motion, by flow,

unlike Intellect for ~dhich Bergson asserts immobili t.y -

being able to reduce perceptions to a series of static

frames -- to be the basic and necessary characteristic.

Intuition is an instantaneous and complete

apprehension of Duration; unlike a purely intellectual

understanding, it is a whole and cannot ba broken down into
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"frames" and "moments". Bergson expresses this by saying

that Intuition has no elements and is indivisible.

an understanding that transcends ideas and therefore

It is

language, since both of these, Bergson asserts, are tools

of Ihtellect and partake of its static nature.

reason Intui tion at first seems inex-pressible.

For this

Only gradually

and partially does it translate itself into expressible

ideas, and it has the greatest difficulty cOM~unicating

itself through language.

In Creative Evolution Bergson returns to this
15

theme,

and implies the image of the TIL-lnd as a condensing star, ,,'ri t.h

a solid core of Intellect and an outer atmosphere of

Intuition, representing "that part of the evolvi~g principle

which h(ls not shrunk to the peculiar form of our organiza-·

nucleus around which .

tion" . "Intelligence," he reiterates, "remains the luminous

.Intuition forms only a vague
. ,

nebulosity".16 Here we find one of the many metaphors whose

proliferation, at least according to Russell, constitute a

serious intellectual weakness In Bergson's work.

On interpretation of all these sayings I believe

Bergson means that we penetrate to the essence of the

personality and of being (Duration) by means of intuition,

15Gabriel l-1arcel, "Bergonism and (ilusic", in
R__ flections on rrt, edited by S. K. Langer (O;.;:ford University
Press, 1965), p. 56.

16 Ibid ., p. 195.
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I agree with him that in fact our understanding does often r

in its 'natural \.'1Orkings r appear to eliminate time: by

intense memorYr and by occasional phenomena of precognition.

~A7hether this elimination is genuine or only apparent is a

matter for debate (see Chapter Two) .

Common usage certainly acknm'llec1ges the existence

of Intuition r and I too wish to start by assuming its

existence. The crucial question, as Bergson rightly empha

sizes, is the proper scope of Intuition, and its relation

to Intellect r if indeed the separation between them is

legitimate. Here let us note that Bergson's claim that

Intuition does and must elude definition -- a claim he

expresses r paradoxically enough, in sophisticated intellectual

terms -- in effect, involves him in asking us to intuit the

meaning of Intuition.

Intuition, for Bergson, seems to be that elusive non

conceptual understanding that enables us to shear past the

categories of space-time which normally limit our perceptions.

It is that element of our nature Vlhich enables us to

experience the Duration in Hhich our lives are rooted, and to

dwell there as the mystic dwells in the Divine. Indeed the

saint or religious genius is, according to Berg30n, one human

type who possesses Intuition in the supreme degree.

He was probably aware how closely his thought

paralleled certain traditional Christian doctrines (for

instance, t 1e resewblcU1ce be'L,..,een Duration and the concept
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·of Eternity): his late conversion to Catholicism was not

formalized only because he refused to renounce the noble

danger of being a Jew, and in his will he requested that his

funeral service be read by a Roman Catholic priest.

D. Bergson's ~oncept of Art

Perhaps it is relevant here to say hO\'T disappointing

I have found Bergson's treatment of art. The only place

where he studies this explicitly at any length, as far as I

know, is his essay on Lucreti.us i 17 else'Nherc I have found

only glancing references. Of the other writers who have

tried to deal with this same subject, Gabriel Marcel in his

essay "Bergsonism and Husic" 18 seems similarly perplexed and

obliged to rely on deduction.

The impression I have gleaned from Bergson's \'lri ting

is that he believes the artist to possess Intuition in the

supreme degree, Intuition of vThich his art is the. gJ.orious

manifestation. Bergson treats art as if it were a direct,

'almost unmedia ted reflection of in tui tive knoHledge. He

would, I think, admit that to express his intuition t.he artist

must deploy a really formidable intellectual technique, though

he does not in fact explicitly admit this. But I suspect he

---------
17Bergson, Philosophy of Poetry (P'lilosophical

Library; 1959).

l8 R f' .' .
~~~cLlons on Art, op. _~~t.
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would also insist that, in artistic creation, Intellect

remains the handmaiden of Intuition, a mere tool.

In Chapter Three I will argue that the question of

artistic creation is far too complex to divide it simply,

into Intellect and Intuition, the creative impulse being

assigned to Intuition, and the organized manifestation to

Intellect. To do so is to separate art from its form, and

this, I shall maintain, is inconceivable. In the \'1Ork of

the artist, Intellect holds so high a place that it partakes

of the godlike power Bergson attributes to Intuition. When

this happens, the distinction between the bvo becomes

infinitely more problematic.

E. The Elan Vital

I include this section because the €la~ vital is

probably the most famous phrase of Bergson's coining, though

in the total picture of his philosophy, to which the analyses

of time and intelligence are basic, it does not play so large

a part as popular belief has ascribed to it. The concept of

the vi tal impulse is elaborated mainly in Creative Evoluti'on.

According to Bergson, Nature is dynamj.c. In a sense

it is also purposive, though he asks us to understand this

without personifying it into a conscious intent. Nature is

a living \'lhole I continually self-creatingi and the vi tal

impulse is that thrust of life \'Thich has elaborated itself

into organisr:ls of increasing com;?lexity, ever tending to':iard
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conscioushess, finally emerging into reflective 'self-

awareness: Nature whose crown is Man.

Bergson rejected Darwinism because it lacked an

. d' . '. 1 19 h 1 h tlnner lrectlng prJ,nClp e. Nevertle ess, t e concep of

the §lan vital is not truly finalistic in that it allows of

discord and adaptation: it is a wide 'conunon'impe'tus within

which discord can exist: an impetus, not an end. "Harmony

is rather behind us than before".20

Of the road which was going to Le travelled, the
human wind could have nothing to say, for the
road has been created pari passu with the act of
travelling over it, beIng nothing but the direction
of this act itself.

F. Morality and Religion

I mention Bergson's discussion of morality and

religion mainly in order to bring up two points which will

appear in the criticism of his work: his critique of

Eastern mysticism, and the alleged action-directedness of

his thought.

The Two Sources, unlike Bergson's other works which

tend to be lo·:)sely-kni t and repetetive, preserves a sym.metri cal

19 C ' l'reatlve Evo utlon, p.

20 b' ~ 58~., p. .

85.
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structure: for both morality and rel~.gion, Bergson

believes, stem from two sources and express two complementary

aspects of human culture: the dynamic or intuitive, and

the static, dedicated to stability and the conservation of

the present order. So he establishes pairs which he

designates by interchangeable terms -- "the morality or

pressure"/"closed morality ll, and "static religion"? and on

the other side, "the morality of aspiration"("open morality",

and "dynamic religion".

Neither extrema can still be found In pure and

undiluted form, if indeed they were ever so found historical·

ly. "Static" morality is the collective pressure of socie:c.y

upon the individual; "static" religion Bergson holds to be

Nature's line of defense against the destructive effects of

intelligence, which if left to itself might counsel egoism

at the expense of the conuuuni ty, and undermine the inchvidual's

will to live by making him aware that he must die (so the

religious doctrines of inuuortality, Hhich play down

individual death). Because the conservation of the social

order is their common aim, static religion and static morality

have tended to become identified, but Bergson maintains that

they are basically separate entities. (Since both, in their

"dynamic" aspect, are rooted in Duration, it is hm"ever

difficult to accept this division as absolute.)

Repeatedly Bergson protests his appreciation of the

conserving force, and emj?hasi zes hO"1 essential it is in
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·maintaining the balance of human culture. But it is for

intui tion and mystical religion that he reserves his most

lyrical enthusiasm. Bergson's critics have always deplored

what they feel to be his depreciation of Intellect.

Theoretically he does give Intellect and the conserving

force, whether in morality or in religion, their due. In

fact, hOvTever, it is difficult to avoid the impression that

he is strongly biased in favour of Intuition.

Static and dynamic religion differ In quality: man

does not (pace the ancient religions) pass from one to the

other by stages of gradual perfection. Dyna~ic religion

(Intuition) culiminates in mystical experience. The true

myst.ic, like all geniuses, "transcends his humanity".

This is not the first time Bergson has spoken in

this wayo He has already stated that open morality (of which

the mystic partakes, since "open" morality is rooted in

Duration) .transcends Nature and is the contribution of man's

genius, which enables him to rise above Hhat Nature formed him

to be.
2l

It depends, of course, on what one thinks Nature is

and what she formed man to bei but Bergson has made his own

understanding of these terms fairly clear. Nan as an animal

21
Bergson, The T\vO Sources of Norali ty a~~_~o::..!:.~g~o~

(Ho 1t, 19 35), p. 6 4 .
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vlas equipped with abili ties that enabled him to survive and

to live in society, thus specializing the individual into

one unit of a whole more powerful and diverse than the

individual alone could ever be. One of these faculties was

intelligence i one would think its evolutiori tm'lard self-

"transcendence

naturally given:

i.e. toward reflective thought -- was also

However, in speaking of man's genius, of his

transcendence of Nature, I think Bergson is referring agaln

to the equivalence bebveen Eternity and Dura:.:.ion, and is

speaking once more sub s.pecie aeterni tatis. Han can, he

asserts, achieve the leap into Duration, which means rising

above the physical and psychological conditioning to which

he is admittedly subject on other levels. Once again

Bergson is refusing to agree that this conditioning expresses

the final truth about human being.

At this point Bergson's views on religion involve

him in several assertions which remain assertions; which

he takes to be either axiomatic or se~f-evident, and so

makes no attempt to prove. He maintains that religion is

essentiallyactio~and mm:;t, to be "true ff
, direct itself

toward action. 22 Since this lS so, he goes on, complete

mysU_cism is to be found only in the Christian tradition,

rather than in what Bergson calls the life- and will-

renunciation of Buddhism.

----"-------------------"---
22 "

Ibid" p. 203.
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•••We shall not hesitate to see mysticism in the
Buddhist faith. But we shall understand why it is
not complete mysticism. '1'his would be action,
creation, love. Not that Buddhism ignored charity.
On the contrary it recommended it in the most
exalted terms. And it joined precept to example.
But it lacked warmth and glm". As a religious
historian very justly puts it, it knew nothing of
"the complete and mysterious gift of s81f".23

One suspects that Bergson's unnamed historian ',vas

a Christian. One may further remark on the extraordinary

occurrence of the ¥lords "¥larmth and glmv" as a suppossedly

objective criterion for the appreciation of Buddhism.

Finally, and apparently as a self-evident truth since he makes

no attempt to discuss let alone to prove it, Bergson. goes

on to assert that Christ was the greatest mystic who ever

1 , d 24lve .

It is evident that Bergson is heavily biased toward

Christiani ty, and that he shares an oversimpli fied a.nd

self-congratulatory view of the Eastern religions that lS

unfortunately often found among Christian scholars (Thomas

Altizer's very similar dismissal of Buddhism comes to mind) 0

However, the most important point in his analysis of religion

is his belief that it is essentially action, and the

implication that his 0\;111 doctrine of intuition is perfectly

compatible \vi th this action-directedness.

---_.-------------_._-----------
23 b' 1 225.l.2:.£.. , p.

24 .- - 1 240.J.b~. , p.
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From our exanunation of Bergson's thought, several

problems have ernerged \"ihl ch require our critical con

sid~ration. Among these are his dismissal of Eastern

mysticism, and his contention that lItruell religion leads

to action in the wor Id. Hov7ever, the important and central

issues are two: Bergson's language -- his theory of its

nature and limitations, and his actual usage, a problem \'7hich

opens out into the questions of language in religion and In

art; and the distinction he draws between intellect and

intuition.

These last are so complex that each v'7i11 require a

section of its own. In Chapter Two, therefore, I intend to

deal first with the lesser problems, and then pass on to

the question of language, making use of Russell's criticism.

In Chapter Three, Suzanne La0ger's critique of Bergson will

lead us into the whole question of Intellect vs. Intuition.

Finally, in Chapter Four, I \vill present a sUHlmary and

conclusions.



CHAPTER T~\TO

A. Action

In The Varieties of Religious Experience l William

James remarks that the only way we have of judging the

quality of someone else's experience -- for example a

religious conversion -- is to see what good it does, i.e.

how it affects the person's actions in the world. If it

does not affect them intelligibly for the better (though the

intelligibility may be retrospective, as is usual with

saints, whom the Church made a habit of burning first and

canonizing later), then we have no evidence beyond the

person's o'.vn assertion that sOI..2thing decisive has occurred,

and we are justified in being skeptical.

Nm'l Bergson I s p:l.ilosophy is, by his 0\'1n proclama··

tion, dynamic, and it is an alleged lack of activity that

enables him to dismiss the \.]'hole of the Eastern tradi tion.

He several times makes explicit that "true" religion leads

to action. Does this action-directedness in fact follO\'I

from Bergson's philosophy? From one perspective, it does

not. By polarizing Intuition and Intellect -- an effect

which lS not countered by his claim that the two are in fact

l~hlliam James I The Varieties' of Religious
Experience (The '-loc1ern Library, 19"29), Lectures XIV and XV,
"TIThe Values of Saintliness".

33
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mutually complementary -- it could be argued that Bergson

has severed the planet from its sun and sent it spinning

off into illimitable space. This severance is made more

dangerous by his implicit preference for intuition; a

knowledge which can only approximately, and with difficulty,

·be con@unicated in words. To put so heavy an em?hasis on

this kind of knowledge (if indeed that word can be applied

to an entity so different from the other knowledge, which

is mark.ed by the precision possible to Intellect and is'

easily expressible in language), is to reinforce t.he

radical inwardness that characterizes Bergson's philosophy

and all lines of thought that reseroble it. Logically this

leads, not into the vlOrld, but a\vay from it. For the mystic,

action in the world is only a preliminary to a renunciation

that reaches beyond time, space and personality itself.

At this ultimate level, action is transcendedi but,

in support of Bergson's contention that enlightenment is

dynamic, it is possible to argue that action is a

penultimate value appropriate to the penultimate reality

in which the mystic finds himself _.- that is, the world.

Would he theref~re discover the key to meaningful action in

his. experience of the Absolute? SchleiermGl.cher maintained2

that the essence of the mystical experience is the

dissolution of barri.ers, the realization that "no man is an

island". Ethical action could intelligibly be made to follmv

2schleiermacher, On Religion: S?GGches to Its
Cu1turec1 D:::::spisers (Hcl.1-)Cl:, 1958), SccondS"iJ2CCll, pp:-71··2.
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\

from such a revelation, thus confirming Bergson's conten-

tion.

The radical inwardness of Bergson's thought makes

me feel that the logical connection bebleen enlightenment

and action is a fragile one. But he ha.s many authorities

on his side, and his claim cannot be disproved. Since the

"

solution to this problem lies within the mystical experience,

which is not accessible to most individuals, it is doubtful

whether any argument springing from the intellect alone can

be decisive on either side.

B. Buddhism

The second nunor problem I wish to deal with in this

chapter, before passing on to the main theme of language,

is Bergson's critique of Buddhism. He asserts Christ to be

the supreme mystic; and in addition he falls into the old,

fatuous error of supposing that Christianity is more

"dynamic" than the Eastern religions, and therefore,

a priori, better.

There is a deep misunderstanding, filled with an

unpleasant sort of self-congratulation, on the part of

Christians who assert the negativity and immobility of

Eastern enlightenment. Bergson himself admits that the

Buddhists practise an exalted charity, and is driven back to

saying that this is, howe er, so .1eho", coJ.c1er a, d pore
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,mechanical than the Christian variety: it lacks "warmth,

and glow". Such subjective criteria are precisely what one

arrives at \'lhen one att.:.empts to depreciate Buddhism on

ethical grounds, for in practical terms the differences

are small. And the "dynamism ll of such Christi.an apologists

as Bergson and Altizer is never fully defined, so completely

do they -- at least when arguing the superiority of Western

religion -- accept mere restless motion as a value in itself.

It is a value the Buddhists would scorn. Unless IIdynamism ll

is more carefully explicated in terms of moral grm'1th or

some equally complex concept that permits of real discus

sion, it does not constitute a one-word argument for the

superiority of the Christian faith.

As to Christ's being the supreme mystic, even if

one admits the possibility of penetrating the superstitions

and distortions that have obscured him for us, it seems a

singular assertion that existence in Duration, which saints

of all eras have achieved, leaves any residue of meaning

to such inequality.

'C. Russel'l's Critique of' Ber'gson

Bertrand Russell's criticism of Bergson can be

found in '1'he History of ~'lestern Philosophy (1946). It is

rich and lively, although he starts by taking at its face

value' Bergson's claim about the activism of his o'.'1n
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philosophy. He "regard(s) a.ction as the supreme good,

considering happiness an effect and knowledge a mere

. f ~ I . .. ,,3l.nstrument 0 succeSSl:U act.lVlty.

Russell has here managed a threefold though rather

. elusive Gj:ror, \'lhic~l has to do \'li th vlhat Bergson actually

does say as distinct from what he claims he intends to say.

The action-directedness of his thought rests mainly on the

repeated claim that true religion will necessarily issue

in action. But as we have seen, the actual inwardness of

Bergson's thought undermines any inevitable logical· con-

nection between Intuition and action. Russell's over-

estimation of Bergson's activism is perhaps based on in-

adequate study of the man he is discussing. In terms of

the actual impression created by Bergson's philosophy, both

the supreme happiness -- as in his poetic descriptions of

mystical ecstasy -- and knowledge, come closer than does

action to being ends in themselves. Considering that the

core of his thought is an analysis of the two kinds of

knmvledge, it is difficult to agree that he sees knowledge

as "a mere instrument of successful activity".

Russell speaks \'lith extreme sarcasm of Bergson's

depreciation of the intellect, and notes his tendency to

locate perception in ·the object perceived, and so to blur

the distinction between perception and its object (11atter

3Bertrand Russell, History of l'l2.stern Philosophy
(G. Allen E, Um-lin, 1946), p. 820.
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4
and J'lem;Jry) • I suspect that Bergson's terminology, which

certainly does give the ir~ression Russell relays, is more

a misleading manner of saying that we do in truth perceive

the object, and not just our mom perception of it.

As I have already noted, Russell points out that

Bergson seldom accounts ror his views, but relies on

assertion backed up by simile. To expose the inadequacy

of this method he has compiled several dozen of Bergson's

similes. This juxtaposition does indeed make the philoso-

pher's linguistic usage appear ridiculous, for, by putting

his metaphors shoulder to shoulder, Russell demonstrates the

fragmented and heterogeneous character of Bergson's imagery.

I have already said that I do not consider Russell's attack

to be fully justified, and will return to this subject in

Section D.

Russell maintains that Bergson's doctrines of space

and time are both crucial, and both false. His concept of

space is necessary for his condemnation of intellect --

tland if he fails in his condemnation of the intellect, the

intellect will succeed in its condemnation of him, for
. 5

between the two it is war to the knife 11.

It is on these two concepts, therefore, that Russell

4Ibid ., p. 825.

5 Ibid ., p. 828.
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with the erroneous belief that magnitude impJ.ies space. If

this is so, he demands, what about the emotions, which are

certainly capable of varying magnitudes, but cannot be

located in space? Similarly .,·lith the idea of number:

Bergson's attempt to spatialize it simply shows that he does

not knm'l what number is. He has in fact made three confu-

sions, among a) number, the general concept; b) particular

numbers; and c) the various collections to which particular

numbers can be applied. v'Jhen Bergson says IINumber is a

collection of units ll
, he is defining c). In fact II number"

is so abstract it eludes any pictorial image such as

Bergson tries to usc, and assumes that intellect habitually

6uses. Russell maintains that Bergson doss not muster

convincing support for his view that all separatedness

.implies space. He concludes with the interesting claim that

this "spatializing", so basic to Bergson's philosophy, is

not a necessity of thought but a personal idiosyncrisy given

universal application, that is the predominance of the visual

in Bergson's own sensibility.

Russell holds that because a philosophy like

Bergson's thrives on the errors of the intellect, it comes

6Ibid" p. 829.
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for instance, in discussing

mathematics, Bergson habitually preferred traditional errors

to their more modern corrections. 7

Finally, dealing wi.th Bergson's concept of time,

Russell points to the circularity of his definitions of

past and present, which involve using past and present tenses

. 1 f h d f' ,. 8 h b 'Ias an lntegra part 0 tee lnltlon. He as een gUl ty

of an elementary confusion between a past occurrence and our

present recollection of it: so the II self-perpetuation ll of

the past is, on the contrary, only our present idea of the

9past. All these confusions, claims Russell, spring from

an initial blurring of the distinction between subjective

and objective.

D. The Problem o~ Language

Russell's critique contains much that is of interest,

but this essay is concerned with examining Bergson from only

two angles: that of language, and that of the Intellect-

Intuition split. For our purposes the main point of Russell's

7 Ibic1 ., p. 833.

8 Ibid ., p. 834.

9
Ib

, ,
p. 835.__l~. ,
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'criticism is his mockery of Bergson's use of language.

In the above outline, I have in the main en
deavoured merely to state Bergson's vie\vs, without
'giving the reasons adduced by him in favour of their
truth. This is easier than it would be with rrost
phi,losophers, since as a rule he does not give
reasons for his opinions, but relies on their in
herent attrac~iveness, and on the charm of an
excellent style. Like advertisers, he relies upon
picturesque and varied statement, and an apparent
explanation of many obscure facts. Analogies and
similes, especially, form a very large part of the
whole process by which he recommends his views to
the reader. The nun0er of similes for life to be
found in his \'lOrks exceeds the number in any poet
known to me. Life, he says, is like a shell
bursting into fragnents which are again shells.
It is like a sheaf. Initially, it was a itendency
to accumulate in a reservoir, as do especially the
green parts of vegetables'. But the reservoir is
to be filled with boiling water from which steam is
issuing; 'jets must be gushing out unceasingly, of
which each, falling back, is a world'. Again 'life
appears in its entirety as an irnmense wave \vhich,
starting from a centre,spreads outwards, and which
on almost the whole of its circumference is st.oppec1
and converted into oscillation: at one single point
the obstacle has been forced, the impulsion has
passed freely'. Then there is the great climax in
which life is compared to a cavalry charge •

"But a cool critic, who feels himself a mere
spectator, perhaps an unsympathetic spectator, of
the charge in which man is mounted uon animality,
may be inclined to think that ca.J.m and careful
thought is hardly compatible with this form of
exercise. ~vhen he is told that thought is a mere
means of action, the mere impulse to avoid obstacles
in the field, he may feel that such a view is be
coming in a cavalry Officer, but not in a philosopher,
whose business, after all, is with thought. .He
may be tempted to ask whether there are any reasons
for accepting such a restless view of the world. 10

10 b' 1I 1<:"" pp. 799-800.
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No more than Bergson does Russell argue coherently

for his point of view. Bergson's weapon of persuasion is

simile: Russell's is sarcastic dismissal. The reader

marvels that a man of such monumental stupidity as Russell

makes Bergson out to be should ever have found his way into

print, let alone into the serious and enthusiastic con

sideration of so many readers, and so many thinkers of

repute in his own day. If one examines Russell's objections,

the two solid ideas that emerge (and that only implicitly)

from the surrounding complacent sarcasm are that: a) this

welter of comparisons destroys any central, stable con

ceptual core: that is, Bergson tells us what life is like

to the point where he cannot tell us what life is; and b) in

any case, objective rational thought -- which is the business

of the philosopher cannot possibly operate by means of

images.

Russell fails to make these ideas explicit, and

fails also to pick up the s\veeping implications that_ follo~'i

on his contemptuous dismissal of Bergson's imagery. This

imprecision is surprising: one is tempted to ascribe it to

spleen, and to a complete temperamental disharmony with the

kind of effort Bergson is making, and knows and acknowledges

he is making. By finding his method unacceptable, Russell

implies that the use of imagery and metaphor ca.nnot perfor 1

the function of rational argument in the thought of anyone
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.who presumes to call himself ~ philosopher.

To set up an experimental definition of philosophy,

as a straYl man to be knocked dO\vn 1 would be to miss the main

thrust of this argument. For the question involved is:

can imagery be made the vehicle of meaningful L1ought? Can

Bergson legitimately use images to persuade us to his point

of view, or is this method, as Russell charges, only a

species of intellectual sleight-of-hand?

Bergson is well aware of the paradox involved in his

using language at all. For his words are directed to ex

plicating the basic nature of language, and to warning us

of the difficulties of expression which spring from what

manipulative, materially-oriented nature, especially when

one attempts to deal \vith experience of a unified, super

linguistic, super-conceptuaJ. kind, \'1hat might be denominat'2d

"spiritual" experience. For these reasons Bergson is

reluctant to use language, but he maintains that no other

means of communication is available to us when attempt.ing to

render Intuition intelligible in conceptual terms. It \·rould

be pleasant if he could prove his point by picking the reader

up and immersing him in a bath of undifferentiated Intuition,

but this is not possiblei and the comproroise method·Bergson

is obliged to adopt, and of whose difficult and contra

dictory nature he is \-1ell a\,rare, cannot, at least by Lord

Russell's shmving, have any hope of success.
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Bergson's method begins with fairly clear-cut

conceptual statewBnts; but by the nature of the subject

matter he soon reaches the linuts of language, and then he

resorts to imagery -- to stim~lating the mind, by unexpected

jolts and partial images, to venture a little beyond the

categories in which language has taught it to conceive of

its experience. It is precisely because these sinriles are

partial that I donot find Russell's criticism well-founded.

Bergson Harned us at the beginning that he \vould attempt to

speak about a reality that is essentially unrelated to the

operation and capability of Intellect, and of its tool,

language. Our assent must come, if it cones at all, from

deep in our own experience; it. cannot be arrived at by a

process of argument such as represents, for Russell, the

only valid philosophical criterion. Far from being surprised

and embarrassed when a penet.rating critic confronts him with

this difficulty, Bergson knows of it already, and has

cautioned us against it. It appears, then, that. he and

Russell are operating in two entirely different spheres, and

that Russell's criticisms nUss the mark because he has not

genuinely understood the task Bergson has undertaken.

I do not wish to turn this into an unqualified

enconuum of Bergson's method. I merely \'lish to make clear

that his use of language, far from being vulnerable to the

criticisms Russell levels at it, is perfectly consistent

with his subject-l~tter and wit.h the theory of language he
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degree of self-awareness for which Russell refuses to give

him credit. In an effort which partially transcends

Intellect, it is irrelevant to dismiss his similes as

meaningless because they lack intellectual consistency.

A similar criticism has been directed at Hegel's use

of imagery. For this reason, J. N. Findlay's defense of the

philosopher is relevant to our discussion. ~fter all, it

\vas Hegel who first spoke of "the be\'li tchment of our under-

. 11
standing through the instruments of our speech" that is,

the conceptual structure \'lhich language imposes on our

experience, the analysis of which vias to become so important

-to Bergson's thought.

That Hegel's use of language is in every way de
fensible can certainly not be maintained; it is
however, less indefensible than is usually supposed.
For the purpose of Hegel is to explore notions from
a peculiar angle, to see them as embodying half-·
formed tendencies, sometimes conflicting, which
other notIons \"i 11 bring out in to the open, and to
explore such relations among notions certainly
requiresa-ne\'T vocabulary. . Hegel is, therefore,
within his rights in resorting to metaphor. And
since the relations dealt with are relations of
tendency, which could be misdescribed if given too
clear-cut an outline, Hegel is justified in using
metaphors which are nebulous and shifting . .The
main contemporary importance of Hegel lies in his
recognition of the 'open texture', the unclear
corners of all living notions, the fact that they

p. 27.
llQuoted by Findlay In Hege'l :' A Re-E:~amination.,
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clearly cover, and in the further fact that it is
natural for them to move or develop in certain \'lays
as soon as they are subjected to unwonted pressures.
Our ideas of time, of matter, of infinity, of knovl
.ledge, of being and so forth, are all poised, as it
were, in unstable equilibrium, and the slightest
push given by unusual examples will suffice to set
them rolling.12

The use of imagery as a vehicle for meaning, then,

has its defenders as well as its opponents. Art and

religion in all cultures have traditionally found it neces-

sary to use such language.

simply accepted.

Russell's dismissal cannot be

I have argued that, within the criteria he establishes

for himself, Bergson's use of language is legitimate. But

his method, and Russell's criticism, bring up a larger

question. Can imagery be used to convey meaning? If it can,

to establish the method and the kind of meaning conveyed is

important both to the artist and to the religious person,

since the latter in particular frequently encounters

intellectualist criticisms.

The very bafflement of a man like Russell, when con-

fronted by Bergson's use of imagery as a philosophical

method, should alert us to the possibility that the meaning

12Ibii., pp. 25-6.
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Russell understands, and the meanlng Bergson intends, ar~

different in kind. Here Russell himself unintentionally

gives support to Bergson's theory of language. The whole

assumption on v7hich his argurnent rests is that language

becomes meaningl.ess once it tries to exceed its proper

function -- and this, in his vie\v, is what Bergson has done.

Bergson is not so pessimistic about meaning, but \vith regard

to the fundamental.ly pragmatic character of language, I

suspect he and Russell are in agreement. The question is:

given these limitations, what can be accomplished?

Russell does not admit that Bergson's similes for

life have meaning. I have argued, however, that a purely

int~llectual criterion is insufficient to establish or

refute the meaningfulness of an image. A piece of logic,

to be meaningful in the sense proper to it, must be con-

sistent, must include no contradictions, But to apply these

standards to a metaphor, philosophical or otherwise, is to

assume that metaphor vlOrks on the same principle as logic:

and Bergson would be the first to assure us that it does

not.

I think we can ass wue, therefore, that Bergson and

Russell are dealing in two different kinds of meaning. Here

I am speaking, to'borroH a Bergsonian term, of It pure tT

imagery, not of those pseudo-images whose purity of meaning

is travestied by making them correspond, transparent.ly and
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exactly, to a definite system of facts or ideas. That is,

I am not speaking of allegor~, but of a poetic or religious

imagery that is strongly meaningful although it allows of no

simple intellectual interpretation.

How we can find meaning in such language, if not by

the kind of criterion Russell has set up? Surely by

reference to our own experience. An image is meaningful if,

as FincUay expresses it, it succeeds in "thrO'."ing light on
. 13

natural or social fact.s, or the relationship beUleen ideas".

By this standard the success _.- that is, the meaningfulness

of an image cannot be legislated for us by someone else,

at least in many cases: it depends on our own conviction

that the image expresses something in our experience. This

is why a certain \'lOrk of art may move one man deeply, Itlhile

it "leaves another completely coldll. The work of art has

meaning in subjective terms -- first of all for the artist,

whose experience, emotions or convictions it expressesi

second, for the man who finds meaning in it -- the man whom

it touches in the depths of his m-m being. The corollary

to this argument is that the "meaning" of art does not have

a fixed, objective existence. There could conceivably be

a man for whom a certain piece had no meaning at all, but his

immunity does not call its meaningfulness into ultimate

13 b' ,I lQ., p. 25.
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question if others have found the work moving or significant.

Bergson's theory of the genesis and purpose of

language adequately explains the great difficulties en

countered by the poet or novelist \-7ho is trying to capture

meaning in a net of words. The lmage is appropriate, because

once the artist succombs to the materialism of language,

attempts to promote his meaning by argument or even to state

it explicitly, he often finds that it vanishes. This is not

completely true of novels, like those of Simone de Beauvoir,

whose characters, rather than developing organically in the

wri ter' s imagination, are presented as ehrponent.s of a

philosophical point of view. This is not art, it is argument

in disguise, however cleverly it is done. But there exists

another kind of novelistic experience: that in which

characters form themselves as if of their own volition, and

become filled with such vigorous life that they take the

story into their own hands. Neither the \vriter, nor the

reader whom the book moves, doubts the significance of these

characters, their sufferings and their decisions; but, though

it is a significance that may be intellectually discussed,

the verdict on the book's "meaning" will not finally lie

with Intellect, nor can it ever be definitively

established beyond possibility of further do~)t, cnange and

enrichment.

I cannot tackle the probJ.en of religious language
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·in all its intricacy. But I suspect that it too would f~ll

under Russell's strictures, and therefore, though attempts

have been made to render religious experience in intellectual

terms (attempts so chronically unsatisfactory that they have

been beset with controversy and bloodshed), that its meaning

is essentially of the super-linguistic, super-conceptual

kind Bergson has laboured so hard to describe. In this way

the artist and the mystic are akin. By the standard I have

set up, I cannot dismiss as meaningless the theological

formulations of religious experience, or I should also be

obliged to dismiss the poet's words, on the grounds tha.t

both inevitably embody partial failure to express v.That, by

its nature, cannot fully be expressed.

To sum up: I have argued that RusseJ.I's criticisms,

far from exposing the nonsensical nature of Bergson's

imagery, spring from a radical failure to understand the

kind of meaning Bergson deals ';'1i th. This opened out into

the general assertion that imagery ~ convey meaning, though

of a kind tha·t is experientially rooted and cannot ahlays

be rendered in precise intellectual terms. This essay does

not have the scope, and I do not have the knowledge, that

would enable me to tackle the question of religious .language

in all its ramifications. But it seem3 clear to me that the

language of religion and of art are basically akin, at least

in thei.r partial transcendence of intellectual meaning,
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"and in the consequent difficulty that is experienced when

one attempts to render them in conceptual terms. Finally,

I have stated that this difficulty is well explained by

Bergson's theoLy of the nature of language, which for this

reason I am inclined to accept.



CHAPTE R 'l'HREE

There is one fact about Bergson's work which I have

already expressed; but at the beginning of this chapter it

must be emphasized again. Bergson divides the workings of

Intelligence into two aspects, Intellect and Intuition. The

proper province of Intellect is material reality, and its

method, according to Bergson, is a basically static

analysis of its object. The proper province of Intuition

is Duration -- the flow of being to which, by virtue of the

function Bergson has assigned to it, Intellect has no

access.

Both are necessary aspects of Intelligence, and in

theory Berg"son recognizes their comple l.entari ty and their

equal importance. But mere assurances are not enough.

In practic~ Bergson does not treat Intellect as equal to

Intuition, because Intuition alone has access to that

Duration which ma~ be called God. The fact I wish to

emphasize is this: a discrepancy exists between what

Bergson claims to say and what he actually does say.

Intuition is his sentimental favourite, and this inequality

appears more serious when it is seen that, logically,

Intuition rather than Intellect is capable of e>"'[lcriencing

that Being in which the material world is rooted.

52

Intuition
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has access to the creator, while Intellect is capable only

of comprehending the creation. If this function is assigned

to it, how can it escape being a secondary faculty suitable

to the secondary reality with which it deals?

I am not the only one to assert that this is an

important failing. It is curious that, despite Bergson's

assurances that he has not created a polarity between

Intuition and Intellect r his most influential critics

including Russell, Julien Benda and Susanne Langer -- have

all founded their disagreement with him on this supposedly

nonexistent polarity. According to these authorities,

Bergson has in practice severed these two faculties from

each other and assigned the "higher" fW1ction to Intuition,

the "lmver" to Intellect. The breach exists, and Bergson's

reassurances do not suffice to heal it.

Let us pass, then, to Langer's critique of

.Is it not possible that the sort of 'intuitive'
knowledge which Bergson extols above all rational
knmvledge because it is supposedly not mediated by
any formulating (and hence deforming) synillol is
itself perfectly rational, but not to be conceived
through language -- a product of that presentational
symbolism v,rhich the mind reads in a flash, and
preserves in a disposition or an attitude?

.The very idea of a non-rational source
of an:..' knn'.v ledge vi liates the concept of-mind as an
organ of understanding. 'The pm"er of reason is
simply the po\,,rer of t' e 11'11101e mind at its fullest
stretch and con?ass,' said Professor Creighton, in
an essay that sought to stem the great \1aVe of
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irrationalism and emotionalism following the (first)
Wor'ld Har. This assumption appears to me to be a
basic one in any study of mentality. Rationality is
the essence of mind. .It is a fundamental error,
therefore, to recognize it only in the phenomenon
of systematic, explicit reasoning. That is a mature
and precarious product.

Rationali ty, hOHever, is errboc1ied in every men'cal
act, not only \'7hen the mind is 'at its fulles t stretch
and compass'. It permeates the peripheral activities
of the human nervous system, just as truly as the
cortical functions .

The title of Professor Creighton's trenchant
little article is 'Reason and Feeling'. Its central
thesis is that if there is sorething in our mental
life besides 'reason', by \·,hich he means, of course,
discursive thinking, then it cannot be an alogical
factor, but must be in essence cognitive, too; and
since the only alternative to this reason is feeling
(the author does not question that axiom of
epistemology), feeling it.self must somehow participate
in knowledge and understanding. 1

Langer agrees with Creighton up to this point, but

goes on to ask: I1Just hO\·, can feelings be conceived as

possible ingredients of ration21ity?" She quotes Creighton

again to the effect that 11 feelings' have definite forms', whic~

become progressively articulated" 2 But,

If feeling has articulate forms, \"hat are they like?
Fdr \'lhat these are like determines by \olhat syITIbolism
we might understandthe-m. Everybody knovs that

lSusanne Langer, Philosophy in a New Key (New
American Library, 1951), pp. 90-92.

2Ibid ., p. 92.
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language is a very poor medium for expressing our
emotional nature. It merely names certain vaguely
and crudely conceived states, but fails miserably
in any atten~t to convey the ever-moving patterns,
the ambivalences and intricacies of inner
experience. .3

Language denotes; but the sy~bolism Langer seeks in

order to express "unspeakable" things is a connotative

symbolism, of which music is the most highly developed

example.

We are not talking nonsense when we say that a
certain musical progression is significant, or
that a given phrase lacks meaning, or a player's
rendering fails to convey the import of a
passage. .Musical understanding is not
hampered by the possession of an active intellect,
not even by that love of pure reason ~lich is
kno\'1l1 as rationalism or intellectualisp.1 .
Speech and music have essentially diffel.~c.nt

functions, despite their oft-remarked union in
song. Their original relationship lies much
deeper than any such union. .and can be seen
only when their respective nature- are under
stood. 4

Here Langer's study plunges into a depth where we

cannot follow it and still keep within the bounds of this

essay; but \·,i thin these liTILi ts her analysis has given us

much to think about.

-----------------------,-------
3Loc. cit.

4Ibic~., p. 93.
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. Langer, then, finds Bergson's definition of

rationality too narrow: in fact, she believes, it is a

phenomenon fully broad enough to incorporate what Bergson

thought necessary to distinguish as a separate faculty

( lI Intuition ll
). Discursive thought, far from being, as

Bergson assumes, the type of rationality, is only one

manifestation of it, a lI mature and precarious ll manifestation

at that.

Bergson's analysis disintegrates Intelligence,

human understanding, into two faculties whose different

functions separate them still further. In doing this,

Langer believes, he undermines the integrity of both

lIIntellect" and "Intuition". Her vie\v of Intelligence, on

the contrary, is passionately unitary. Understanding must

be one. If any aspect of our experience lies by definition

beyond its ability to grasp (as Bergson's Duration forever

lies beyond the grasp of Intellect), then this threatens

the whole integrity of our understanding.

Langer is not quarrelling with Bergson's assertion

that certain truths appear to be grasped instantaneously by

the mind, rather than being reached by a process of

intellectual examination; nor does she dispute, in fact she

eXplicitly agrees, that much that is most intimate and most

important to us exceeds the capacity of words to express.

Her quarrel lies with Bergson's refusal to see rationality
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as a unified whole, and with his splitting into two far

too clearly-defined faculties what are, in actuality, blin

aspects of understanding. Some truths are capable of being

expressed by the denotation involved in language; o,thers

exist to which connotation is appropriate, but by this means

they, too, "take form" and become accessible to reason.

Like Langer's, my own dispute with Bergson lies not

so much in the existence of what he chooses to call

"Intuition", but in the way he defines the word, in the

sphere he marks out for it. I have already accepted (and

so does Langer) the existence of "intuition" in a loose

popular sense, an understanding which has been defined by

the Oxford Pocket Dictionary (Fifth Edition) as "immediate

apprehension by the mind v'/i thout reasoning; . immediate

insight" . Bergson, however, gives the word his own

peculiar meaning: Intuition is that aspect of Intelligence

which alone is capable of participating in Duration. I do

not see the need to exclude "Intellect" so rigidly from

this privilege, and feel that Russell is to be pardoned for

suspecting that Bergson's sole reason was his unexplained

vendetta against Intellect.

The validity of the division Bergson draws, and his

justification for maintaining that Intellect cannot

experience Duration, is rooted in his analysis of the

workings of Intellect: that is, j,n his contention that the
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basic unit of intellectual understanding is the static

II momentil.
\

It is here, therefore, that we must examine his

thought most searchingly.

I agree that the mind is capable of the arresting-

for-purposes-of-analysis that Bergson ascribes to it; but

that this is its essential ,md habitual method of operation

appears to me to remain one of those assertions, unproven

except by metaphor and analogy, which drevl such protests

from Bertrand Russell. The method itself is legitimate, as

I-have shown; but in this case Bergson's imagery can be

used against him as well as for him, for the chief analogy

he uses, when describing the \'70rkings of Intellect, is that

of the film-strip, which at first presents to our sight a

convincing appearance of motion. Looking more closely,

however, we find that this is an appearance only; for the

motion is constituted of hundreds of "frames", each of ',.,hich,

if we stop the film, reveals itself as a statj.c unit, a

frozen picture.

Let us start the film again, however; let us see

the static images blend and blur into each other until they

take on life and movement; let us carryon Bergson's image

from where he leaves off. For it is in mot~on that the

meaning of the film discovers itself to us. Hovl much of

that meani!1g can He perceive from a single " s till ll ? To

analyze the fi}m down to the absolutely static seems a
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strange, backward kind of process. It would be far more

consistent, within the analogy Bergson has chosen, to

recognize that each fra -\1e exists for the purpose of motion,

and therefore fulfils itself and reveals its full meanin~

only when it is integrated into the movement of the film

as a \:lhole.

Let us now make the parallel with Intelligence

more exact. At tim?s one can observe one's intellect

working in the disintegrative fashion Bergson has outlined:

I do not dispute its ability to do this. But Bergson goes

on to make a large, unjustified assumption: for the

Intellect I s ability to break its object dO~/m in·to static

"frames" does not 10gicallX en tail an inabili ty to go beyond

these frames and comprehend the reality of motion.

If we must speak of intuition, let us use the word

in the COmITIOn or garden sense, for it does not deserve to

be canonized, or to be separated so ruthlessly from that

understanding by which we grasp the material world. Rather

it exists on the fringes of this understanding, and alv1ays

finds its way into the sphere of words and concepts, at

least to some extent. Can we really conceive of Hpui":e"

Intuition? An intuition that was pure insight into the

Absolute might well be unthinkable to our finite understanding,

conditioned as it is by heredity, by constitution, by

language and by culture. For all that it could present

itself to our understanding in i.ntelligible terms, such a
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'~pure" Intuition might as well not exist. t\1hen we attempt

to envision what such a state would involve, v7e might

picture the saint struck dumb and in@obile with religious

ecstasy; but what Use (as William James might say), in terms

of enlightenment, is a man struc:k dumb ar:.d immobile, saint

though he may be?

Can we really conceive of an insight which tolerates

no relation ~h2tever to concepts or to language? Bergson

plays at conceiving of pure Intuition; but I believe that

this was self-delusion.

The weakness of his argument becomes clear when one

looks more closely at his statements about art. I have noted

in Chapter Two that his beliefs on this subject mostly

remain implicit, and must be dra,'1D out by such students

as Gabriel Marcel; but I concur with Marcel, that eventually

a clear picture does emerge. Bergson believes art to

reflect almost undifferentiated Intuition.

To an artist this view may appear idealistic and

naive. Poetry does not gush from a transcendental fountain;

the art of the novelist may involve years of thought and

patient craftsmanship; Michelangelo laboured with a

passionate, questing intellect, which his poems reveal,

in order to free the angel imprisoned in the block of

stone.
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In each case the original insight passed through

the forge of Intellect.. A..t1d it is i'n this that the creative

proc.ess consis_1:s. A formless Intuition, resting in tran-

quillity, is not yet art. The inne~: dynamic of creativity

consists in the labouring of Intuition toward birth, form,

intelligibility. It is toward this birth that the artist

strives. Only 1n achieving it does he completely fulfill

his vocation.

In art, therefore, Intellect and Intuition can no

longer be separated, for the creative process has trans-

formed both, and has produced a tempered synthesis in \'lhich

form and content can no longer be distinguished from each

other. Every art.ist might say Hi th Stephen Dedalus,

I go to encounter for the millionth time the
reality of experience, and to forge in the
smithy of my soul the uncreated conscience of
my race.

HO\vever, Bergson might object that both Langer and

I have misunderstood this aspect of his thought. v.7e must

keep in mind that he, too, protests the unity of understanding,

however much we may maintain that his practice sometimes

falls short of this ideal. HG might reply that Langer's

interpretation of his philosophy (which he would call

mistaken, insofar as Langer opposes} cr Oi'Tn unitary t leory
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of understanding to what she believes is Bergson's frag

mentary theory) merely goes to prove his point: i.e. that

Langer's insistence on seeing a polarity \'ihere he int~.!:ded

none is a further example of the ingrained perversity of

. intellectual perception. In short, Bergson Inight say,

Langer's argument illustrates the static and disintegrative

nature of Intellect Vihich he has endeavoured to point out

-- though she has projected on him the fragmentation,. her

O\vn intellect is in fact comrnitting.

My criticism of his remarks on Art might encounter

a similar objection. From Bergson's point of Vlew, this

rebuttal is valid. However, the in~ression left by his

writings does render his critics' doubt comprehensible.

At times Bergson ~~~, perhaps only in carelessness, seem

to set Intellect and Intuition apart and in competition

wi t.h each other i at times he does lapse into a merely

sentimental emphasis on the Intuitive. His critics might

retort that the seriousness with which one treats these

lapses depends on how much one is prepared to concede to

Bergson as extrapolation from his ·the·ory: hO\'1 much one is

inclined to grant him beyond what he explicitly says. In

terms of Art it is impossible to resolve this question

finally, because so much of Bergson's thinking on this

subject remains implicit and requires to be dra."rn out.

Does a distinction (between Intellect and Intuition)
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necessarily involve polarity? Langer seems to think that,

given the distinction and Bergson~s preference for

Intuition, he is inevitably drawn into setting up a polarity,

wh~ch she then treats as a fact.

However, Langer's critique suffers from linguistic

carelessness. She several times uses \'70rds interchangeably

where Bergson might not admit their synonymous character.

'1'he most serious of these equations is her assumption that

"rationality" is the same thing as Bergson's Intellect.

From this is follows that Intuition, because non-Intellectual,

must be non-rational. But this is a facile assumption. If

rationality be defined as true unde~s~~0ding, then Bergson's

Intuition is fully rational, and it is the diseases of

Intellect including that tendency to paradox which,

because it poses mi.st2l-ken and insoluble problems f leads only

to a philosophical abyss -- that are aberrant and non

rational.

At this point it is apparent that we are dealing

in words. It may be that much of Langer's objection to

Bergson rests on a semantic confusion. She uses him, as

she uses Creighton, to promote her 00n theory, and this

self-interest may obscure sympathetic understanding of

Bergson's intentions. It is regrettable that Bergson

neglected to bring his practice fully into line with his

theory, and so preclude all possibility of interpretations
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such as Langer's which, as his text stands, must be allowed

considerable justification. However, in the end we must do

Bergson the justice to recall his stated intention, and that

was not to propose a fragmented theory of human rationality.

He, like Langer, attempts to offer a unified theory of

understanding.



CHAPTER FOUR

At the end of the first chapter I stated that the two

important problems In terms of this thesis were Bergson's

theory and use of language, and his distinction between

Intellect and Intuition. Both these issues have wider

ramifications in Ule realms of religion and of artistic

creation.

We have nOiv examined the arguments of Bergson and

two of his critics. What conclusions has this examination

enabled us to reach?

First, I found that Bergson's theory of the genesis

and original function of language -- i.e., that it is

primarily a tool developed by Intellect in order to

facilitate our manipulation of the material world -- was

adequate to eArplain one aspect of this complex question.

His theory makes intelligible the difficulty we encounter

whenever we try to take language beyond the material realm

in which it works with most precision, and use it to e~~ress

artistic or religious experience. This sort of expression

is apt to remain frustratingly partial, I think because

Bergson is correct about one strand of language's purpose

and C?rigin.

65
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Second, I defended Bergson's use of metaphor against
\

Russell's charge that this kind of language presents only

a clever, but hollm'!, appearance of meaning. On the COD.-

trary, I a~gued that Russell and Bergson were dealing in two

different types of meaning, and that Russell was mistaken

in applying to Bergson's imagery criticisms appropriate to

the realm of logic. Russell has failed to see that his

meaning and Bergson's are different in kind. Hithin the

terms he has outlined for himself, Bergson's use of imagery

is legitimate and significant.

Third, I have examined the alleged "split" that

Bergson posits between Intellect and Intuition, and have

set against this theory that unitary approach of Suzanne

Langer. This problem is difficult of resolution because

Bergson persistently asserts the unity and complernentari ty

of Intellect and Intuition; however, in practice he often

does speak in such a \-Jay as to create a fragmented picture

of Intelligence, and .1-'
SOIne L.1.mes lapses into a sentimental

enthusiasm for Intuition \'lhich aggravates the division

further. Starting from his theory, we can argue that his

doctrine of Intelligence is as unitary as Langer's own;

but starting from his practice, we find that her criticisms

have some validity. Hcr'lcver, I suggested that part of

Langer's opposi.tion rests on a semantic confusion, si.nce

Bergson's Intuition is riot necessarily so "non-'rational"
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.as she assumes.

I began by saying that the crucial question in our

study of Bergson was to be the problem of Intuition. Now

we must return to it. Has our discussion of his philosophy

broughtus any nearer to understanding Intuition's proper

role?

To some extent, as Bergson has confessed, we are

dealing here with a faculty that transcends words and

concepts, and therefore need not fully express itself

through either. But words and concepts form part of the

realm in which theses are written: the realm in which art

is born and religion preached: the realm of our everyday

living and thinking'. I sense danger in the frequent tendency

of Bergson's language to sever us, through a too-fervent

exaltation of Intuition, from all that can be thought and

spoken. Whether this severance is fully consonant \vii:h

his intention is, as we have seen, a problem that can be

argued both ways. If we regard Intuition as our contact

with that Reality in Itlhich the material world is rooted,

then perhaps one can argue, as Bergson does, that intuitive

knowledge will stimulate us to enlightened action and the

creation of perfect art. This is his theory. But a
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distinction so clear must be carefully controlled if it is

not to lead to rupture between Intellect and Intuition as

Bergson has described them. Unfortunately his work often

falls short of this control; and after reading him one is

left with the disquieting possibility of an Intuition so

exalted above the material world that it has no logical

corinection with it whatever. This leads not to action, not

to art, but to darkness and silence.

My mln approach is pragmatic, for it is in the

material world that Intuition must manifest itself. In a

sense "pure ll Intuition does not CO!1cern us, for even if it

exists, how can it be thought or spoken?

is with those -- inevitably mediated

wi th which It.re come in daily contact. I have assume.d a

certain common meaning of this word, without being fully

prepared to define it as Bergson has done. And I have

argued that \'le experience Intuition largely as i t exp:~:esses

itself in words and concepts: the creative process in

particular contains an inherent drive toward form, a drive

v.lhich, far from being an incidental aspect of "pure"

Intuition, is the very essence of art. We do not and cannot

experience it apart from this striving tOl.-lard intelligibility,

for without this stri ving, art. does not exist. Whatever

of Intuition lies beyond the scope of words and concepts

lies also beyond the scope of this essay, and, I might add,
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'of most of what we ordinarily speak and think.

What, in the final analysis, is Bergson's value as

a philosopher? l-/lore than his recent successors have been

willing to admit. For the problem of subjectivity, of

emotion of all those things he attempted to subsum~ under

the heading "Intuition" -- remains alive in our culture.

If Bergson has not fully succeeded in integrati0g Intuition

and Intellect into a theory of Intelligence that is unified

beyond doubt, he has at least exhibited the problem to our

notice in all its forrrudable complexity. He has offered

an analysis of Intelligence which, contrary to Russell's

complacent assumption, we have not found it easy to dismiss.

At the same time his ideas have left many readers dis

satisfied.

Our inability to reach any absolute decision about

the problems he attempted demonstrates their continuing

validity. Since we have not solved these questions ourselves,

vle Ovle respect to Bergson. He attempted a comprehensive

solution whibh, however inconclusive we may find it, his

successors have been more content to carp at than prepared

to imitate.
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